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I present the results from the recent PDF4LHC study, and the resulting new recommendation
for combining PDFs sets for LHC calculations. In order to put this into context I summarise
continuing developments in PDFs. This includes improvements and recent updates of particular
PDF sets due to theory improvements and a variety of new data sets, including most of the up-to-
date LHC data. I will emphasise particular issues relevant for top physics.
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1. Recent PDF Updates - effect and treatment of LHC data
Figure 1: The CMS measurement of the t/t¯ ratio in t-channel
production, figure from [2].
Each group has produced up-
dates including new data, often in-
cluding data from the LHC. The re-
cent analysis from the ABM group,
ABM12 [1], now includes more
HERA cross-section data, and vec-
tor boson production data from AT-
LAS, CMS and LHCb. The PDF
sets are determined together with
αS, whose value comes out to be
αS(m2Z) = 0.1132 at NNLO. Top
quark pair production data from
the LHC is investigated, but not
included in the default PDFs. Its
inclusion tend to raise the high-x
gluon and αS(m2Z) a little, the pre-
cise details depending on the top
quark mass (and mass renormalization scheme) used. ABM PDF sets currently give the best fit
to the ratio of t-channel single top to single anti-top production [2, 3], as seen in Fig. 1, which is a
constraint on u/d.
Figure 2: The correlation between top pair production in different bpT bins and the gluon, figures from [4].
The CT14 PDF sets [4] have been made recently available at NLO, NNLO, and also at LO.
These sets include a variety of LHC data sets as well as the most recent D0 data on electron
charge asymmetry. The PDFs also use an updated parametrization based on Bernstein polynomials
which peak at a specific x. LHC inclusive jet data are included at NLO and also in the NNLO
fit. The main change in the PDFs as compared to CT10 is a softer high-x gluon, a smaller strange
quark (partially due to correction of the charged current DIS cross section code) and the details of
the flavour decomposition, e.g. u¯/d¯ and the high-x valence quarks. CT14 does not fit top quark
production data but does make comparisons, e.g. the correlation of top pair production with the
gluon are shown in Fig.2.
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Figure 3: The data included in the NNPDF3.0 analysis, figure
from [5].
The NNPDF3.0 PDFs [5] are
the recent major update within the
NNPDF framework. As new data
they include HERA inclusive struc-
ture function Run II data from H1
and ZEUS (before their combination),
more recent ATLAS, CMS and LHCb
data on gauge boson production and
inclusive jets, and W+charm and top
quark pair production. A subset of jet
data is included at NNLO using an ap-
proximate NNLO treatment. The full
set of data fit is illustrated in Fig. 3.
The NNPDF3.0 fitting procedure has
been tuned using a closure test, i.e, by
generating pseudo-data based on an
assumed underlying set of PDFs. One verifies in this case that the output of the fitting proce-
dure is consistent with the a priori known answer. As a by-product, one can investigate directly the
origin of PDF uncertainties. The minimization has been optimized based on the closure test. The
NNPDF3.0 PDFs display moderate changes in comparison to NNPDF2.3: specifically somewhat
smaller uncertainties and a noticeable change in the gluon-gluon luminosity which is mainly due
to the change in methodology.
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Figure 4: The MMHT fit to σtt¯ data, figures from [6].
The MSTW group is renamed MMHT due to a change in personnel. The MMHT2014 PDFs [6]
incorporate the improved parametrization and deuteron corrections in the MMSTWW study [7],
and also a change in the heavy flavour scheme, and a change in the branching fraction Bµ =
B(D→ µ) used in the determination of the strange quark from νN → µµX data. The updated
analysis includes new data: the combined HERA structure function data, improved Tevatron lep-
ton asymmetry data, vector boson and inclusive jet data from the LHC (though LHC jet data is not
included at NNLO), and top pair cross section data from the Tevatron and LHC. No PDFs change
dramatically in comparison to MSTW2008[8], with the most significant changes being the shift in
the small-x valence quarks already observed in the MMSTWW study, a slight increase in the cen-
tral value of the strange quark to help the fit to LHC data, and a much expanded uncertainty on the
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strange distribution. The PDFs are made available with 25 eigenvector pairs for αS(m2Z) = 0.118
and 0.120 at NLO and 0.118 at NNLO. However, αS(m2Z) is also determined by the NLO and
NNLO fits and values of αS(m2Z) = 0.1201 and 0.1172 respectively are found, in good agreement
with the world average. A dedicated study of the uncertainties in the determination of αS(m2Z) in
the MMHT2014 analysis has been presented in [9].
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Figure 5: Eigenvectors constraints from top cross section data for MMHT.
MMHT fit to data
on σtt¯ from the Tevatron
(combined cross section
measurement from D0
and CDF), and all pub-
lished data from ATLAS
and CMS for 7TeV and
one point at 8TeV. They
use mt = 172.5 GeV
with an error of 1 GeV
and with χ2 penalty ap-
plied. The predictions
and the fit are good,
with the NLO fit prefer-
ring masses slightly be-
low mt = 172.5 GeV and
NNLO masses slightly
above, see Fig. 4. The fit quality to σt¯t data alone is very sensitive to mt and αS(M2Z) interplay
[9]. In the NLO fit the inclusive tt¯ cross section data used does not constrain any PDF eigenvec-
tors. Nearly constrains eigenvector number 29 and 31, both of which correspond to a decreased
gluon at high x only. 31 is primarily constrained by CDF jet data. In the NNLO fit the inclusive tt¯
cross section constrains one eigenvector, number 29 and (nearly) 41. Both correspond to increased
gluon at high x only. The eigenvectors are shown in Fig. 5
Figure 6: Neutral(left) and charged (right) current data from the final HERA combination, figure from [11].
The data for tt¯ differential distributions are not currently used in PDF determinations as they
4
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did not meet cut-off dates for data inclusion and also had missing NNLO corrections which may
be important. In comparison with existing PDFs at NLO the yt¯t distribution tends to be very good,
but the pt distribution off in shape, while mt¯t is somewhere in between). It is interesting to see the
NNLO corrections [10] improve the comparison to the pT distribution markedly.
Since these updates a HERA combination of all inclusive structure function measurements
from Runs I and II has been presented [11], and included in the HERAPDF2.0 set. The improved
data can be seen in Fig. 6. The resulting HERAPDF set has considerably reduced uncertainties, and
a much improved constraint on flavour decomposition at moderate and high x due to the difference
between neutral current e+ and e− cross sections, and to much more precise charged current data.
The running at different energies gives sensitivity to FL(x,Q2) which constrains the gluon.
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Figure 7: MMHT (top) (figures from [12]) and NNPDF (bottom) (figures from [14]) PDFs with the inclusion
of the final HERA combined data.
These HERA combined data have now been included in global fits. Good fits, with little
deterioration for other data are obtained for both MMHT [12, 13] and NNPDF [14]. These also
result in small changes in the central PDFs and uncertainties, as shown in Fig. 7. Hence, there is
no imperative to provide immediate further updates since these will appear soon due to new LHC
data.
The comparison between the most recent versions of the different PDF sets is shown for the
gluon and up quark in the upper of Fig. 8. There is now excellent agreement between CT14,
MMHT2014 and NNPDF3.0, much better than in the previous versions of these PDF sets, but
there is still some significant differences in central values and uncertainty between the other PDF
sets. The comparison of PDF luminosities is shown also shown in the lower of Fig. 8. The gg
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Figure 8: The comparison of different PDFs (top two plots) and parton luminosities (lower two plots),
figures from [15].
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luminosity now in almost perfect agreement for the three “global” sets, but some variation is seen
in quark (antiquark) luminosities.
2. Combination of PDF sets
It is not obvious how to combine different “Hessian” PDF sets. However, it is now known how
to generate “random” PDF sets directly from the representation in terms of eigenvectors [16]
F(Sk) = F(S0)+∑
j
[
F(S±j )−F(S0)
]
|R jk| (2.1)
Hence, one can combine different PDF sets either at PDF level or predictions. The latter is shown
using the last round of global PDFs for the Higgs cross section in Fig. 9, and can be applied to the
PDFs at a particular x and Q2 value in the same manner.
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Figure 9: Combination of distributions for σgg→H (plot by G. Watt. [17]).
The application to the combination of the CT14, MMHT2014 and NNPDF3.0 PDFs is shown
in Fig. 10. It works well if the PDFs are fairly compatible - both in central value and uncertainty -
giving the mean of the central values and a spread which combines the individual PDF uncertainties
and the variation in the PDFs. Following this initial development the Meta-PDF approach [18]
subsequently showed how refit the combination in terms of a large number Monte Carlo PDFs to a
functional form, and hence convert the combination to Hessian set with a relatively small number of
eigenvector sets. Further developments showed how to compress the Monte Carlo set to a smaller
number [19] and how to use the Monte Carlo sets in the combination as a basis for an extremely
precise Hessian representation (MC-H) [20].
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Figure 10: The combination of 300 randomly distributed sets of each of the CT14, MMHT2014 and
NNPDF3.0 PDF sets, figures from [15].
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Figure 11: Comparison of PDF luminosities for Monte Carlo compression (top) and Hessian compression
(bottom), figures from [15].
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3. The New PDF4LHC Prescription
The improved agreement of the global PDF sets and the means of combining them in a more
statistically robust fashion allows for an update in the previous PDF4LHC prescription [21] for
combining PDFs when a single prediction representing a reasonable average prediction and quite
conservative uncertainty is required. The sets entering into the combination must satisfy require-
ments, i.e. be compatible for combination, and at present CT14, MMHT2014 and NNPDF3.0 are
included. It has been agreed that this should be for the common value of the coupling αS(M2Z) =
0.118. The recommendation now allows the use of a single combined PDF set in either Monte Carlo
or Hessian form [15]: Monte Carlo - A set of PDF replicas is delivered, where the mean is the cen-
tral value and the standard deviation the uncertainty; Hessian - a central set and eigenvectors repre-
senting orthogonal sources of uncertainty are delivered, and the uncertainty obtained by summing
each uncertainty source in quadrature. In each case a single combined set at both αS(M2Z) = 0.1165
and αS(M2Z) = 0.1195 is provided to give the αS(M2Z) uncertainty (i.e. ∆αS(M2Z) = 0.0015) to be
added in quadrature with other uncertainties.
Three different options are provided along with suggestions for when they should be used:
PDF4LHC15-mc: A compressed Monte Carlo set with Nrep = 100 [19]. Contains non-gaussian
features – important for searches at high masses (high x). See Fig. 11 for the compressed set
compared to the full 900 starting PDFs.
PDF4LHC15-30: A symmetric Hessian set with Neig = 30. (Meta-PDF approach [18].) This has
good precision and is useful for many experimental needs and when using nuisance parameters
PDF4LHC15-100: A symmetric Hessian set with Neig = 100 (MC-H) [20]. This has optimal
precision if running time is not a problem or extreme accuracy needed. See Fig. 11 for the both
Hessian sets compared to the full 900 starting PDFs.
Figure 12: Comparison of PDF correlations from various means of combination, figures from [15]
PDF correlations are maintained by the compression in all cases. An example is shown in
Fig. 12. The results for cross sections using all the compressed sets for LHC quantities work, at
worst, quite well, even in more extreme regions of kinematics, see Fig. 13.
Finally, it is important to note that the PDF4LHC prescription is meant for assessment of
the PDF uncertainty in searches, discovery, acceptance corrections . . . (e.g. Higgs, Susy). When
comparing theory predictions to experiment in well-determined standard model processes, e.g.
jets, W,Z distributions, it is recommended to use the individual PDF sets. Other than the very first
9
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Figure 13: Examples of differential cross sections using each means of combination, figures from [15].
measurements at new energies processes such as top pair cross sections, differential distributions
etc will tend to fall into the latter category, especially when real precision is reached.
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